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If you like the panoramic sweep of the Northeast Coast you will enjoy the trails in this area, particularly those located in or near Acadia National Park. Thanks to John D.
Rockefeller, who built a system of carriage roads beginning in 1913 up to 1940 that forbade automobiles, snowshoers have access to close to 50 miles of these paths and
numerous trails in the area. No snow mobiles, no motorized vehicles of any kind, just you, cross-country skiers and maybe the occasional horse-drawn carriage. The other
two trails included in this group are scenic and quiet, one easy outing at an undeveloped lake, the other a challenging climb that overlooks the little town of Blue Hill.
The trails on this list include Eagle Lake and Gorham
Mountain trails in Acadia National Park, as well as the
Haddlock Brook Trail that begins at North East Harbor
adjacent to the park. Also included in this group are
the Osgood Trail in Blue Hill on the Deer Isle
peninsula just south of the Mount Desert Island
peninsula where Acadia is located, and Little Tunk
Trail in Sullivan, east of Ellsworth. Included trails
range from easy to challenging.
For maps and more complete information visit
www.snowshoes.com
Osgood Trail
Approximately 40 miles south of the city of Bangor is
the little town of Blue Hill. Osgood Trail is located on
Mountain Road off Route 172. This is a challenging
two-mile outing that starts at the base of Blue Hill
Mountain and overlooks the town at the summit. For
snow shoeing, use the maintenance trail. Moving on
from this trail northeast about 10 miles to Ellsworth
you are positioned to travel directly east across
Frenchmen Bay to Sullivan, about a 30-mile trip, or head south to Acadia National Park and Bar Harbor for the other three trails, before going on to Sullivan.
Little Tunk
After your exertions on Osgood Trail you might enjoy an easier 1.8 mile outing on undeveloped Little Tunk Lake on Route 183, off of US Route 1 in Sullivan. The highest
elevation is 290 feet but your gain is only 80 feet along this trail. Access to the trail is owned by the Frenchman Bay Conservancy and the area is secluded and quiet.
Haddlock Brook Trail
After crossing the bridge onto Mt. Desert Island outside Ellsworth, take 198 south to Northeast Harbor. You
will find the parking lot for this trail on the side of the road just north of Upper Haddlock Pond and the
trailhead is on the other side of the road. This 6-mile route is a challenge, with an elevation gain of 800 feet,
but for those in condition for it the views of Northeast Harbor and the pond are worth it. You will cross the
national park’s carriage roads along this route and be scaling the southwestern side of Parkman Mountain.
Eagle Lake
This is a scenic, six-mile loop trail but graded easy as there is no significant climb involved. Eagle Lake grew
out of the original glacial retreat thousands of years ago and you will see that the surrounding granite hills
and mountains along this route are rounded on top. The lake itself is pristine, crystal clear when not frozen, as it is an area water source. The trail is primarily packed by
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skiers but sometimes volunteers will groom it. Another interesting route in this area is Witch Hole Pond, a
loop with minimal elevation, rated easy to more difficult. This trail will take about 2.5 hours and you may see
a couple of beaver dams along the way.
Gorham Mountain Trail
If you want the open ocean as your backdrop while hiking, this 4-mile loop trail is absolutely stunning with
gradual elevation to 525 feet, a perfect excuse to take along your lunch and stay on top for a while. Rated
more difficult this outing will take about three hours and is easily accessed at Otter Creek just outside
Blackwoods Campground in Acadia National Park. Other trails with ocean views in this area include the more
difficult Cadillac Mountain Trail and Day Mountain Trail on the Cranberry Isles, rated easy to more difficult.
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You might also like:
1. Cycling Acadia National Park, Maine (32.8)
2. More Maine Snowshoe Trails: Central Maine (25)
3. More Maine Snowshoe Trails: Western and Northern Maine (24.8)
4. Maine Snowshoe Trails: Mid Coast Area (23.1)
5. Exploring the Vastness of Banff National Park (16.6)
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About Sherry Hanson
I live in Maine and enjoy the outdoors, running, biking and kayaking. I have published over 450 articles, taking on anything that interests me these days.
Visit my website for more information and a selection of published articles, a few photos, a mention of my poetry.
View all posts by Sherry Hanson →

5 THOUGHTS ON “MORE MAINE SNOWSHOE TRAILS: ACADIA NATIONAL PARK AREA”

Karlene P. Grinnell
on November 17, 2012 at 8:35 am said:

Hi Sherry Hanson–
[Any Scandinavians in your family tree?]…I’m an American photographer living in Norway, and am a little
surprised that you haven’t mentioned the photographers’ names somewhere by the pix. or at the end. I’m
sure you enjoy seeing your own name when submitting your work; how about mentioning the ‘suppliers’
that add pictoral interest to your article…Just a hint. OR is this what always happens in the States now?
Have a nice day; thanks for the nice article (accompanied by good pix)…
Karlene
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Ryan Alford
on November 17, 2012 at 9:13 pm said:

This isn’t an oversight by Sherry, it’s my fault for not including them. Can you let me know which
pics need attribution? My sincere apologies.

Antoinette M. Harris
on November 18, 2012 at 10:31 pm said:

Karlene P. Grinnell on November 17, 2012 at 8:35 am said:
Hi Sherry Hanson–
I’m an American photographer living in Norway, and am a little surprised that you haven’t
mentioned the photographers’ names somewhere by the pix. or at the end. I’m sure you
enjoy seeing your own name when submitting your work; how about mentioning the
‘suppliers’ that add pictoral interest to your article…Just a hint. OR is this what always
happens in the States now?
Have a nice day; thanks for the nice article (accompanied by good pix)…
Karlene
Reply ↓
Ryan Alford on November 17, 2012 at 9:13 pm said:
This isn’t an oversight by Sherry, it’s my fault for not including them. Can you let me know
which pics need attribution? My sincere apologies.
*****************************************
This is the photo in question:
“photo by A.M.Harris of NH, USA”
the last photo (bob-houses out on the winter ice). in the article >
SNOWSHOE MAGAZINE FEATURED ARTICLE:
“More Maine Snowshoe Trails: Acadia National Park Area” (Nov.12,2012)
Written by Sherry Hanson
(THE FIRST 3 PIX IN HER ARTICLE ARE BY MS. HANSON HERSELF )

Ryan Alford
on November 19, 2012 at 6:36 am said:

The proper attribution now appears on the fourth photo. Thanks for letting us
know!

Sherry Hanson
on November 30, 2012 at 9:33 am said:

Hi Karlene, sorry I am just a WEE bit late on this one. As Ryan (editor) said, it was he who did not
put Antoinette Harris; name on her photo, as I had requested. Unfortunately, health issues (my
sister, her husband) mean I don’t get on and follow up to see responses to my articles. I am also 3
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1/2 years into my own battle with ovarian cancer. At this time I am healthy, running, biking, etc.,
and hoping to stay that way. I am now my oncologist’s longest surviving patient and his
“healthiest.” Whatever that means at this point, when I am supposed to be dead, but am feeling
super. My sister, not so fortunate (mouth cancer), which is taking her down. And brother-in-law? A
quadruple heart by-pass and aortic valve replacement 3 weeks ago. He collapsed while I was
sitting with my sister at the chemotherapy suite having what turned out to be her last treatment.
So that is one reason I don’t check in to see if I have any fans! Oh, probably plenty of Hanson
ancestors in Norway; that is my husband’s paternal branch.
Sherry
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